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PREFACE

In 1957, fourceen (14) airports in the United States were
equipped with ground surveillance radars designated as ASDE-2.
Around 1964 some of these radars were placed in a caretaker status
because of high maintenance costs. For these reasons, TSC was
askedto review exisiing ASDE-2 prob'ems and recommenc modifications

to improve the radar. To this end one ASDE-2 radar channel was
moved from Logan Airport in Boston, Mass. to TSC where it wa3

modified and subjected to extended life tests. These tests have
shown that the more frequent service problems can be eliminated.
At this writing the modified radar has given more than 4400 hours

of trouble-free operation.

The author wishes to thank Dr. Ralph Kodis for his consider-

able contribution in (1) obtaining the necessary authorizati3n to
transfer an ASDE-2 radar channel from Logan to TSC and (2) the
preparation and writing of this report. The author also wishes

to acknowledge the enthusiastic and able assistance received from
Thomas Hayes during the various phases of modulator modification.
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r
1.0 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

A survey of a number of airport ASDE-2 radars (henceforth

referred to as "radars") has revealed that they are subject to

many breakdowns, most often occurring in the transmitter modulator

and associated circuits. Diagrams of these circuits are shown in

Figures 1 and 2. The main difficrv.ty, as reported in this survey,

is tfe short mean time between failures (MTBF) oý the high power

tuLes. Typical MTBF's were givep as follows:

6 ZI B MTBF

Thyratron Driver (3C45) 60 hours

Power Amplifier (4PR60) 180 hours

,agnetron (BLM-006) 200 hours

Since these operating life-times are much less than the rated

values given by manufacturers and in manuals, it was decided to

study this transmitter section first and attempt to reduce the

high modulator failure rate.

1.1 PULSE AMPLIFIER

It was quickly determined from the radar circuit diagrams

that the root of the problem could not be attributed to the above

tubes, but originated in the pulse amplifier (6AQS) which delivers

the pulse that iires a thyratron. This tube is a beam power tetrode,

connected as a triode. In the original circuit it produces a nfg-

ative pulse on its plate of about 150 volts at an impedance level
of 2000 ohms. A transformer inverts and steps the pulse up 3

times, resalting in a positive output pulse of-450 volts at an

impedance level of 2 x 103 x 32 = 18,000 ohms.

1.2 THYRATRON GRID CIRCUIT (3C45)

-he palse source described above is connected to the grid of

the thyratron driver (a 3C45 in the original circuit). When a

voltage pulse trig•trs the thyratron, the source impedance should

be less than 1500 ohms so that tl:e grid is turned on with sufficiert



HIGHý

VOLTAGE

TRGE N0 - AMPLIFIER DRIVER -- AMPLIFIER TRA ITR TO PUPLSEE

TRNSITEPPLY'O ULZt

6AQS 3C 5 3EA. 4PR60 BLM- -006

Figure 1. Modulator Block Diagram

+300V +1200V Ebb

T1
1:3 L R3

Lc R4

PFN ' TO MAGNETRON

TRIGGER IN 711

6AS3C4S 3 INPARALLEL

20K
-32V Uk R2

-800V
-91V

Note: PFN is a pulse forming network. In this modulator it cn-
sists of a length of 50Q coaxial cable,

Figare 2. Simplified Modulator Schematic
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power. A driving source of 18,000 ohms cannot do this with the

result that the trigger pulse is reduced to a value barely suffi-
cient to maintain conduction. This condition leads to erratic

firing.

1.3 THYRATRON Dr-IONIZATION

When a hydrogen thyratron is pulsed at a high repetition

rate (>10KHz), a negative voltage must be applied to the grid of

the tube immediately after conduction ceases. This negative

voltage removes ions from the grid region and makes it possible

for the thyratron to deionize more rapidly. A leading manufacturer

of hydrogen thyratrons recommends that the internal impedance of

this voltage source be less than 5000 ohms in order to speed the

ion clean-up. In the present circuit this impedance (Rl) is
about 20K ohms, at least 4 times too large, so that the thyratron

is not quickly quenched, and may go into continuous conduction

(another commonly listed cause of failure).

1.4 THYRATRON ANODE CIRCUIT

The hydrogen thyratron type 3C45 is a very poor choice for

the modulator driver. Life tests on this tube have shown that

it will not survive for long at high pulse rates. 1,2 In addition

the radar circuit of which it is a part (Figure 2) is not well

matched to its operating characteristics. For example, the stray

capacitance that the 3C45 must charge during each pulse was

measured and found to be 240 pico-farads, of which 80 pF is attri-I i buted to the filament transformer. The peak current required to

charge this capac4 .ty is calculated to be about 24 amperes. The

parallel load provided by the thyratron cathode resistor and the

grid input circuit of the 4PR60 tubes is about 65 ohms at 1000

volts, leading to a resistive current component of 15 amperes.
Thus, the 3C45 is required to deliver nearly 40 amperes peak when

its rated maximum capacity is 35 amperes.
The averl,ge plate current of the tube is only 14 mA which i!,

well within its specifications and may have been a factor in its



choice. However, according to a prominent manufacturer, the most

important thyratron parameter from the point of view of tube life

is Pb' the plate dissipation factor, which is the product of the

peak plate dissipation times the pulse repetition frequency. For

the 3C45 the maximum safe value is Pb - 3 x 108. In this appli-

catioa, the peak voltage is supplied through a resonant circl:it

so that
P b = Epx Ipx PRF

- (2 x 103) x (4 x 10) x (1.44 x 10 4 1.15 x 109

Thus the maximum rating is being exceeded by a factor of four,

leading to short tube life in the best of circumstances.

1.5 OUTPUT (SWITCH TUBE) OPERATION

Another unexpected problem arises with the three paralleled

4PR60 power amplifier tubes. Under normal operating conditions

these tubes should last a few thousand hours in contrast to the

reported few hundred hours. Examination of the circuit -howed

that the 3C45 is incapable of driving the 4PR60's hard enough,

i.e. the grid pulse is only about 1000 volts when the 3C45 is new

and may be less than 800 volts after a few hours of operation.

Thus, since the bias on the 4PR60's is -800 volts, the grid drive

is too small and the tube dissipation is low so that the cathode

is cool enough to become contaminated. This results in reduced
emission due to cathode interface and very short tube life.

1.6 MAGNETRON OPERATION

Although the magnetron problems are reportedly less severe

than those described above, some tt'es showed shorter than

expected life and/or a tendency to "double-pulse". This latter

condition shows up as an intermittent secondary -utput pulse

occurring between controlled main pulses of the magnetron. To

remedy these problems long-life co-axial magnptron (SFD-315) was

d•veloped and installed in one ASDE-2 transmitter, but it operated
i rather poorly.3 The lack of improvement was attributed to the

modulator behavior which is discussed in a later' section of this

report. Tht n i magnetron was therefore not adopted for the
radar.

4



2.0 MODIFICATIONS

One of two identical radar units was borrowed from Logan

and reconnected here at TSC. The transmitter circuits were checked

extensively, and defective components -,ere replaced. When the
transmitter became fully operational, measurements were made to

determine its operating characteristics. Circuit improvements

were then designed and implemented.

2.1 PULSE AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT CHANGES

Adequate pulse output for triggering the hydrogen thyratron
was obtained by a related series of changes. First, the 6AQS

circuit was changed from the original triode to a tetrode con-

nection. This change increased the plate pulse to 250 volts.

The plate impedance was reduced to 500 ohms by replacing the 6AQS

with a 6DS5. Finally, a new pulse transformer with a ratio of

1 to 1.6 (originally, 1 to 3) was substituted for the origi'aal

transformer, resulting in an unloaded pulse output of 400 volts

with an internal impedance level of

R x (1.6)2 = 500 x 2.S - 1300 ohms.P

The old and new pulse amplifier outputs are shown in Figures

3 and 4. The two circuits compare as follows:

1. The old circuit could not trigger 3C45's reliably and
could not trigger larger thyratrons at all.

2. The new amplifier will not only trigger larger thyratrons

but will also fire used 3C45's without arcing. The same

3C45's could not-be triggered by the old circuit without

some of the tubes going into continuous conduction.

3. All of the component changes were made without chassis

modifications, i.e. the new components fit the space

occupied by the old pirts. Thus, the modification can

be made without drilling the chassis,

SI



250 V/cm
0.5 s/cm

Note lack of pulse
shape and excessive
back swing

Present pulse
amplifier output,
6AQ5

100 V/cm
0.5ps/cm

Unloaded pulse has
very little back
swing

Bac-
Swin

Modified pulse
amplifier output,
6DS5

3b

Figure 3. Comparison of Pulse Amplifier Outputs

with Thyratron Removed.
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"50 volts/ca

0.5js/cm

The 125 volt pulse is
inadequate for reliable
thyratron triggering

Present pulse amplifier
"output, 6AQS

4a

vtepioduced rubavaiAble copy.

100 volts/cm

0.Sjs/cm

Pulse output is
300 volts which will

pro.vide excellent
thyratron triggering

Modified pulse amplifier
output, 6DS5

4b

Figure 4. Comparison cf Pulse Amplifier Outputs with
a 15l0l ohm Load.



2.2 THYRATROW SMIST1TUTIOU TO 8765/I0-71Z

A larger thyratron with a ceramic envelope was substituted

for the 3C45. The new tube is an 8765/0I-71Z vkica can deliver

: 350 amperes of pulse current and has a rated Pb factor of 4 x 10'.

Both of these specifications are many times greater tCun req.ired

in ASVE-2. Furthermore, the tube is physically no larger than a

3C45, and uses the same trcbe socket. In order to trigger the

8765 (or a 3C45) in a reiiable manner at 14,440 PPS the bias supply

impedance was reduced. This was accomplished by ascertaining

that the bias suppl7 could deliver more current and then reducing

the value of the biis resistors. The impedance is now less than

5000 ohms which cenforns to the manufacturer's specifications.

th2.3 8765/KIU-71Z CIRCUIT REQUIREMMS

Although the 8765/0U-71Z uses the same socket as a 3C45,
the filament transloraer had to be replaced with one of high•er

current ca,-ability. The replacement transformer was designed

: with a suzh lower distributed capacitance, although this was

the cr.pacitance.

2.4 THYRATRON LIFE TESTING

The 8765 was chosen as a replacement for the XC45 after

consulting with the nanufacturer who predicted that the tuipe

would operate properly for more than 5000 hours. Unfortunately,
the first tube failed after 550 hours which is about 10 times less

than predicted. This, none the less is 10 times longer than a

3C45 might last but much less thin the $000 hours minimum expected

from the 8765. The tube manufacturer was consulted again, and the

spent tube was returned and examined for the signs of early failure.

The cathode proved to be contaminated (cathode interface) and the

cause was jeternined to be "under use" of the tube and perhaps

rapid cooling of the ceramic envelope.



2.4.1 gyrratroa Cooling

Thc 3C=S had a thermal shield ubich srrigy sr-rroumdeg the

glass in order to protect the tube from cooling al.r currents with-
ip the modulator Ceq rtmeIt. Such operating ccsditions are mot

comsistent with the mamnfacturer's specifications, and the shield

was not used with the 8765. A careful study uws made of the air

flob in the modulator and as a result, an air shroud uas placed
around the tube. The shrtad protects the ceramic emevelope from

high velocity air currents, but allows natural convectiem of air
to persist. This remedy took care of the excessive cooling. The

"under use" problem was correct"d by increasing the 3765 filament

vo3ltage to 6.7 volts, which is veil within the specifications for

the tube so that a nimm life of S00O bours is again expected.

The second 8765/U-71Z has been on life test for more than 358@
hours and is still operating perfectly.

2.4.2 output Voltage and Impedance Matcking

Attention is directed to Figure 2 and to the 65 ohm total

resistance in the cathode cf the 3C45. The reflected walue of

R2 is now 50 ohms in the modified driver, which is a proper match
for the pulse forming network made up of 8 feet oi 50 ohm RG-8/U
coaxial cable. An impedance match is most necessary if the ountput

pulse is to retmrn quickly to zero, a condition that is important

when operating at a high PUR. The pulse appearing across the 502 re-
sistance coupled to the 4PR60's is 1150 volts positive when the

driver is an 8765 and only about 1050 volts with a new XC45 (see
Figure S). Thus, the 3765 drives the 41R60's 350 volts positive

compared to 250 volts for a XC45. Some o; the latter tubes could

not drive the 4PR60's into the positive grid region at all, which
resulted in very short tube life due to cathode contamination.

2.5 SWITCH TUBE (4PR60) CHARACTERISTICS

When the radar was brought fro" Logan to TSC, we were given

12 used 4PR60's whose condition was unknown. These 1? tubes were

tested one at a time in a bench circuit with a 1000 ohm resistive



load. The plate voltage was set at 15kV and each tube was driven by A

3C4S thyratrom. The pulse voltages measured across the load varied
frm M, to lzkV depending on the tube being tested. Men the

4P3t4's were driven with an 8765, the output pulse voltage of Sane

tubes increased to 13kV, about the same as for a new tube. S

of these old tubes then showed a remarkable recovery fa their

catkde interface problem as indicated by the steady rise of the
output pulse voltage to 13kV.

2.5.1 4PR60 Life Testing

One set of three new 4P&60's has been driving an ASDE-Z nag-

metros without trouble for more than 4400 ours and still appears

to be in excellent condition.

2.5.2 4ORO P1lse Curre t

The nagnetron RF average current is 4nA when the driving

pulse voltage is 1 =nosecoads long. The peak current required

from the 4PR60's is then:

l___ 4x10-3Ip-- ratio 4XIO-3 4 = 15.5 amperes.

Since ore 4PR60 is capable of delivering 20 amperes, a first

thought is, why use 3 tubes in parallel when one will suffice.

However, cne tibe will not supply enough current, because of the

ever present distributed capacitance and also because of the

current drawn by a 2010 ehm resistor (R4 in Fig. 2) which is re-

quired for recharging the magnetron coupling capacitor. Thi cur-

rent through this resistor (if the inductance is neglected) is:

12x1 03 = 6.0 amperes.

Also the current due to the ZOpf distributed capacitance is:

=dv -11 1.2x104
p c• = 2xlO x . 24 amperes,

P Ut 10-8

based on a nominai pulse rise tine of 10 nanoseconds. The actual

!o
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4M05grid pulse4

porteion of p e pulse

-Bovred the cete line

is the z•-tonr of grid
drive ZEA is bthan 350

22S volts

ehe saine pulse de-
Both by 2a 45 I
thiwyratrOn The grid
drie is less than

-Moo 300 volts

5b
Sweep speed is 50ns/cim and the voltage calibration is 500 volts,'cm
Both pictures were taken in a modified ASDE-2 nodulator.

Figure 5. Pulse at Grids of 4PR60's



rise time of the output pulse may be observed in Figure 6. Tha sms

of the three currents is 45.S amperes, which is about twice the cur-

rent that one 4PR60 can -deliver. As a test, the magnetron was driven

with two 4PR60"s a!4 the difference in operating parameters was

hardly noticed. The magnetron average current vent frm 4mA down

to 3.7TA but could be brought up to 4mA when The 4PR60's plate

voltage was increased to 1SkV from 14.0kV. The nagnetron voltaga

pulse looked exactly as in Figure 6.

2.5.3 Normal Operation with Three 4PR60s

When the three 4PO60's were operating together all conditions

were normal as shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1. %G-XEMORG! (BIM-006) AN•D ODIAT.OR
(4PR-60) OPORATING P__AdMEERS IN
THE 90DIFIED RADAR

1. Pulse Duration, ns 18.0

2. Pulse Repetition Rate, Hz 14400.0

3. Duty .2tio 2.6x10-4

4. Power Output (Peak), kW 39.0

5. Power Output (.Average), N 11.3

6. Magnetron Current (.Average), nA 4.0

7. Magnetron Current (Peak), A 15.4

8. Modulator Current (.Average), mA 16.5

9. Modulator Plate Voltage, kV, DC 14.0

10. Magnetron Voltage Pulse. KV 12.1

2.6 .-AGNTRON CIRCUIT CHARACTERISTICS

Figure 7 shows a norml 20 nanosecond RF pulse envelope for a

BL4-006 magnetron. Under some circumstances, however, nagnetrons

may not operate in this desired mode. For example, a magnetron

may produce a double pulse, i.e. a second RF pulse appears about

50 ns after thc first. Thi3 is an ur,de.,ired condition and will

be described below.

When the 4PR60's are driven positive, a negative pulse

appears on their plates and is coupled to the magnetron by mea..•

of th. lO00pF capacitor, C2. The magnetron is similar to a biased

12



Sweep SOns/ m; Voltage SOOOV/cn

The pulse was taken with the original coupling capacitor.
Its value is 1000pF, and it has a series inductance of

2.0 0,H.

Figure 6. Magnetron Voltage Pulse

pa



77-77

-Nr~tes:

1. Sweep- lOns/cm

2. This is a sample RF pulse taken from a

crystal rectifier mounted in the wave

guide.

3. The magnetron peak power was 39kW.

Figure ". Rectified Magnetron RF Pulse

14



diode because until a certain voltage threshold is reached, which

may be 90% of the maximun voltage applied to the nagnetion, cur-
rent does not flow. At this point the nagnetron begins to conduct
and current flows until the trailing edge of the voltage pulse

falls again to about 90% of its peak value. When the magnetron

stops conducting, the load on the pulser is a 2000 ol= charging

resistor. The decay of voltage pulse (and the recharging of the

1000 pF capacitor) depends on the magnitude of the-charging resis-

tor. The aount of energy removed from the capacitor is very

szall and is easily replenished in the time between pulses, which [
is 70 microseconds. However, the total distributed capacitance,
including the magnetron capacitance, is 50pF and this must be
recharged after each pulse. The time required to charge this

capacitance is:

RC = 2xl03 x Sx10-l = 10- 7

or 100 nanoseconds.

2.6.1 Magnetron Problems

This long time constant can be a serio.. problem for at least

two reasons. 4 First, the magnetron may not turn off cleanly and

the pulse spectrum may contain noise and cause interference with
nearby targets. Secondly, the coupling capaci27o may contain series

inductance and result in transient oscillatio1,w of the magnetron vol-

tage pulse during the re-charge portion of the 4-ycle. While the
spectrum noise does not appear to be serious, the ringing due to

inductance is a potential problem with some magnet rons. Figure 6

shows this ringing clearly. The first crest after the main pulse

may cause the magnetron to oscillate as shown in figure 3, which

should be compared to the single RF pulse shown in Figure 7.

2.6.2 Inductance in Series with Magnetron

The coupling capacitor inductance was measured carefully by

means of the circuit shown in Figure 9 and proved to be 2 micro-

henries. As stated earlier, the output capacitance was 50 pF,

v thus the ringing time is:

15I



Sweep SOns/cm

Magnetron RF pulse (rectified) sample shows how
double pulsing can occur when the magnetron
voltage pulse shane is improper.

Figure 8. Magnetron Double Pulsing
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LOW BOUNCE
SWITCH

Li
ipH

_-DC •
-- SUPPLY

CAPACITOR UNDER TEST

R •l TO OSCILLOSCOPE
ifl R1

NT

2 T IN SECONDS
L = T C IN FARADS

S r L IN H .NPIES

NOTES:

1. Li SHOULD BE A PRECISION OR KNOWN INDUCTOR WHICH IS SOMETIMES
REQUIRED TO BUILD UP ENOUGH VOLTAGE ACROSS Ri. IF Li IS USED
SUBTRACT VALUE FROM LS.

2. T IS OBSERVED ONLY DURING THE DISCHARCE OF THE CAPACITOR UNDER TEST.

3. THE HEAVY LINES SHOWN IN THE DISCHARGE CIRCUIT DENOTE LOW INDUCTANCE
WIRING.

Figure 9. Circuit for Measuring Series Inductance (LS)
in a Capacitor.
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VV 6 -8-_

t = 2rr/T

= 6.28 i2xl0 6 x50xOli 6.28xi0 8

or 63 nanosecoads which agrees quite well with the time shown iin

Figure 6. Some or all of this problem could be eliminated by in-

creasing the ringing time and the circuit damping. However, this

could increase the "bleed" current from 6 to 24 amperes, and is

really not a practical solution. For these reasons, other methods

of preventing double pulsing were tried.

2.6.2 Inductance in Series with Magnetron

A low inductance capacitor (0.2vH) was in.talled w~th mixed

results. The ringing freqiiency was increased accordingly and

the double pulsing was reduced but not completely eliminated.

Figure 10 shows the magnetron voltage pulse with a 2000pF, low-

induccan!e capacitor. Doub]e pulsing was produced simply by

adjusting the magnetron voltage. Figure 11 shows the magnetron

voltage pulse with a 5000pF, 32,pI capacitor. Strangely enough,

double pulsing could not be produced even though the second pulse

is quite pronounced. This is due to the fact that the height of

the second pulse is not sufficient to turn the magnetron on.

2.6.3 Adding Inductance in Magnetron Circuit

A high inductance capacitor would increase the ringing period

and reduce the tendency to double pulse. How ver, the modulator

high voltage would have to be increased considerably to produce

any magnetron oscillations, again not a very practical solution.

Alternatively one could use a high capacity, low inductance

capacitor and add an external series incuctance to increase the

width of the main pulse and depress the first ringing crest below

the required firing voltage. The results of such a change are

shown in Figure 12. fhe value of series inductance was chosen

empirically. The optimum value turned out to be 1.7pH for the

following reasons:
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eýwep -50 ns/cmn
"Vol-tagq:_ SkV/cmi

SL. = ,.pH

Figure 10. Magnetron Voltage Pulse with a Very Low
Inductance Capacitor

gmmilmmg- --t----I

Sweep lOmns/cm
Voltage 5kV/cm
Ls = 32iH

Figure 11. Magnetron Voltage Pulse with a Very High

Inductance Capacitor.
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S'weep -SOns/cm

Ls=l.7ph total

"Magnetron voltage pulse

12a

b e~

Sweep 50ns/cm

Magnetron rectified

RF pulse

12b

Figure 12. Magnetron Pulses with a Low Inductance 2000pF
Capacitor and a 1.70il Inductor in Series.
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1. The modulator dc voltage could be reduced without reducing

the average nagnetron current.

2. The nain pulse is nore than 2OLs w-ide, producing an Ur

pulse sonewhat broader than the 16ns previously obser-oed.

3. Double pulsing could in no way be produced, even with

the magnetron that was so easily double pulsed before.

2.6.4 Frequency of -Magnetron Replacement

The magnetron is also a conponent that was replaced quite

fiequently. A check of sone airports revealed that many nagnetrn-s
were replaced after as few as 180 working %tours. A life test with

a used magnetron has been underway at TSC for :nore than 4000 hours.
This =agnatron cane installed in the radar when it was brought

over from Logan. The magnetron had "NG"- written on it, but it was
decided to use it anyway after the nodifications were made. When

the pulse voltage was slowly applied to the nagnetron, it did not

oscillate at all, as indicated by the average current neter. A

look at the circuit revealed that the nagnetron filanent voltage
was reduced when the high voltage was applied to the 4PR60's. With

the pulse voltage set to a 13.5kV, the nagnetron filament voltage
was raised to 5+ volts, and the magnetron immediately began to
oscillate. The filament voltage was then reduced to 4.0 volts and

the magnetron still osciliated.

A simple experiment was conducted in which the pulse voltage
was slowly brought up to its operating value (12 to 13kv) on the

magnetron with 4 volts fixed on the filament. This is nornal op-
erating voltage and is applied automatically with the modulator

plate voltage "on" button. The magnetron would not oscillate with
the filaments at 4 volts. The ModL.ator Off button was depressed
which removes the pulse voltage and returns the magnetron filamentvI
voltage to 5 volts. The modulator control was set in a position
that would immediately apply a 12.5kV pulse to the magnetron.
After a 5 minute preheat time the modulator high voltage button
was depressed (!ringing the pulse voltage on full and simultane-

ously reducing the filament voltage), and tre magnetron oscilia-
ted.
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It is POsaIMIIed that I& the WAS ebyramv..s or 4-VTWs

applied slowly as described atwe, threby creatin th mli
of~ ~ ~ a rmoszClai mamtim Iz gazt also lea to t-be c~m-

clusim th~at the d~1cer comad be bm et=. The ma~metr test

Scere obtzim-d -more erin tS imloul be Peir-iommed before amy
final comclusicas are r-zbd bmt it ales 2ear that Sm- . tz
t-rojs z-a~ d~lexerrs MIBr beem Scrz g r.treiy
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'1 ftee sZOAVft l -C 5F-paSS ~ct

tiImml ~z= Cmdt tie iij~ier .- -m led
2=-fetrel Am=ber i c fia z c we± ld be to

%V~ =ts _ltcca~m tleINerdissipaticmi es mn W~
;n tie mresemt tam %atz resistors, am iz~rm~t factor W2s over-

led.ema 402- arcs frem plate to screm, trhe sL-zeen To

tate is M=&Mtarily lifted zCar~rs- the plate wFoltage.. T==S' the
dssimatiem of the- Z-Att screemr Iresistor is exceeded Zm ewemtozllv

snomms cc- or opems - Spaek gaps arze geme .lly emle to 2re
rent damage to the trbes zm6 to the -resistors fre this effect -

Another elz=ýe that was artamal'T made W~.as to mmwe the pulse
fomn mmetorl: cable to the osie of the m-odnlator cabinet wall..
This increased the lead lemmgth. about me-half inch, but the cable
is now protected -fren the thyratrom heat and is cor~letaely out ofF
the way wbemn the thyatron has to be changed.. These are ex zles
of ninmor changes that co-uld be =age eren- thaough theyj are not ab-

solutely essen-tial-

Other section-s of the radar, in addition to the nodulator-

transnitter could be nodified, but naintlenance -personnel at the

various airports have not seriously conplained about then, with

tv-o exceptions. These are the display tube brightness and the

rotating yoke bearing failure. Both of these problens are being
looked at by TSC personnel.
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Icamparrim of tke we time &e6rueem fai1ares off3F of the
origi2XI 232 Modied• 6 MuIlatOr is Sk ij Table 2. It is Mot

Clear ifVr tbt reCords 7&iy SO Raay --. _ -MetS in T.&e MMdified
-S--2 a;re tke sane XW!.. A scheastic diagra of tke mdified

molzorr is sktm in Figore 13. Cts that were cauged rC

aded are marked-. A parts list is girem im Table -5-

7be Fzrts reqired to zalk tbe charge are skown in Figure 14

2md cam, be 7rcaured at a cost of avvroximtelly $400..00-. The nodi-

filcatiac' cam te acc H!sLhed- im two dars br one skilled tech-

miciam. A pbo-rograph of the ardified Logan transaitter is sbwn

in Figre I.s

MASU: Z_. CSM-PARISON OF -AS9E- F-AIWAJE RATE (N-13F)

XTB3F )ITBF
E•uiipnent Original ASDE-2 Modifief .SDE-2

1. 3C45 Iodu-lator Dri-er 60 hrs. 200 hrs(i tube)
2- S765/V--!,: Modulator Driver not used >58100 hrs.

S4PR60's Power .•=lifier 180 hrs. each >4400 hrs. each

4- BLX-006 Magnetron 200 hrs. >4400 hrs.

S. BL-T-036 !•uplexer 200 hrs. >2444 hrs.

6. IN26A- Mixer Crystals 200 hrs. 1200 hrs.
S7. 1N276AR Mixer Crystals 200 hrs. 1200 hrs.

S. IN26 AFC Crystals 200 hrs. 1800 hrs.

Notes:

1. Equipment items 4 through 8 were probably changed unnecessarily

as a result of the 3C45s and .'PR60s failing so often. This

is the only real explanatiorn of why MTBF is so much longer

with the modified ASDE-2.

2. One 8765/KU--l= failed at 550 hours and is not reflected in

the MTBF hours. Since that failure, the engineering changes

described on page 9 have been made.
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Fi~rc~1$.Photog1-aph of Modified Lo~an Tran.-mitter
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